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For the numerical solution of the transport equation that describes the

convection and diffusion of various physical quantities (e.g., momentum, heat,

and material concentrations) first-order upwind schemes are widely used. For

example, first, order upwind differencing is used in codes like COMMIX1 and

PHOENICS2. These schemes are simple and always give oscillation-free and

physically plausible solutions. However, due to false diffusion, at high

Peclet numbers their accuracy on practical meshes is poor. '

In Ref. 4, a central-aifference-like method was presented that even with a

coarse mesh produces oscillation-free solutions and of superior accuracy than

the upwind scheme. For the evaluation of this method, Ref. 4 used the test

problem of Smith and Hutton for Peclet numbers ranging from 10 to ». To

further evaluate this method, in this work results are presented from its

application to another benchmark problem of computational fluid dynamics.

This problem is laminar isothermal flow in a square cavity driven by a sliding

lid (Fig. 1).

The convection-diffusion equation can be written as:

|^ (pf) + div (puf) = div (rgradf) + S (1)

where: p = fluid density; f = convected variable; u = velocity vector;

r = generalized diffusion coefficient; and S = source term. The main features

of the method of Ref. 4 are the following. The convected variable f is com-

puted at the center of each computational cell and the convective terms of the
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conservation equation are computed in terms of cell face values of f. The

value of f on a cell face is approximated with the value of a quandratic func-

tion fq that is defined by the adjacent two upstream and one downstream cell-

center values of f. However, to avoid oscillatory solutions, fQ is modi-

fied. For simplicity, the modifications are presented in terms of a two-

dimensional problem. The extension to three dimensions is straightforward.

Let: (a) x^_j, x^, x +̂-^ be the x coordinates of the points (i-l,j), (i,j),

(i-t-1,J); (b) xe the coordinate of the extreme (maximum or minimum) of the

quandratic function f defined by f^_± ,-, f̂  -• and f +̂j_ .•; and (c) ui+]y2,i
 >

0 (u-j+j/2 -j
 = the x-component of the velocity at the cell face between the

points i,j and i+l,j). If xe < x ^ , or xg > x^+j, then fq is defined by

and fi+lj- If

Ifthen the cell face value f-j+j/2 j s set equal to f̂  ,-.

xi + - 7 1 K xe

fq is defined by f-jj , fj+ij and dfq,i+1/dx = 0.

6iFinally, if xi_1 < xg < xi_1 + -j

fq is defined by f^_j ,-, f̂  ,- and df^.^j/dx = 0. Similar equations are

derived if ui+]/2 -
 K 0» and for the ^ values on the cell faces in the other

directions. The quantify 6̂  is the distance between the points i and i-1.

The problem of laminar incompressible flow in a square cavity can be

written in terms of the verticity w and the stream function ii> as

3oi ,, 3u) ,, 3u . 1

it = 'u M " v ay + Ri
2

v if + u) = 0 (3)
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where Re is the Reynolds number, and u and v are the velocity components in

the x anJ y direction, respectively. These velocities are related to the

stream function by

u » ! i , v = _ ! iay ' ax

The stream funtion 41 and the velocities u, v vanish at all boundaries (zero-

slip condition), with the exception of the moving lid where u = 1 (Fig. 1).

The boundary values of the vorticity u>g were derived from

where 324iD/3x2 and a24iD/3y2 on the boundaries were computed to second order
D D

accuracy from the boundary values of <|), ut v and the 41 values at the two

interior computational cells adjacent to the boundary point under considera-

tion in the direction vertical to the boundary.

Equations (2) and (3) were differenced using the scheme of Ref. 4. Equa-

tion (2) was solved as an ordinary differential equation using the implicit

algorithm of the LSODE package with functional iteractions. For a given set

of a) values, *, and consequently u and v, were determined by solving Eq. (3)

with the Generalized Minimum Residual Method6 (GMRES).

Solutions were obtained for Re values ranging from 100 to 1000. The same

problem was solved in Ref. 7 using a second-order differencing scheme and a

fine mesh structure. The solutions of Ref. 7 were used as basis of compari-

son. Results are presented here for Re = 1000. For this Re value, in Ref. 7,

a uniform grid of 129 x 129 nodes was used. In :/iis work, an adaptive grid of

60 x 60 was used. This grid was determined using the method of Ref. 4.

Figure 1 shows the u and v velocity profiles along the vertical and hori-

zontal line, respectively, passing through the geometric center of the cavity.

The agreement between predictions from this work and those of Ref. 7 is very

good. Two other quantities used to compare predictions of different methods

are the minimum value of the stream function, i>m^n, and the value of the

vorticity at the center of the primary vortex, OJVC. In this work,
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i|>min = -0.11768 and OJVC = 2.0526 were predicted which agree very well with the

corresponding values of -0.11793 and 2.0497 of Ref. 7.

In conclusion, this analysis shows that the method of Ref. 4 works very

well even for a significantly coarser grid than the method of Ref. 7.
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Figure 1. Velocity Profiles


